
Longer tour around and through the famous lake Hóp
2018

Tour1
21.06 Today we will pick you up in the morning in Reykjavík and drive to our farm 

Helluland. After we will have lunch together we will ride with our horses the first 
trail to a farm in our area (15km), on this tour we are passing the black beach of 
Sauðárkrókur for example.

22.06 Today we will ride with the herd and our horses over the mountains between 
Sauðárkrókur and Blönduós. This ride is about 30km long and we will see a lot of 
nice landscape.

23.06 The day today starts with going trough Blönduós with our horses bevor we a are 
holding on going to Þingeyrar. On this way we will arleady pass the first little lake. 
The name of the lake is Húnavatn. After a ride of about 30km we will have the 
chance to look at Þingeyrar.

24.06 We will start from Þingyerar today and riding along the lake Hóp. Here we have a lot
of nice rides at the sand, which offer a lot of tölt. Also this tour is around 30km.

25.06 Our last riding day is one of our highlights. We will ride through the lake Hóp back 
to Þingeyrar, which is promising a lot of fun. This daytour is around 40km.

26.06 After breakfast we will drive you back to Reykjavik where we will be around noon.

Tour2
26.06 Today we will pick you up in Reykjavik around noon and drive to Helluland where 

we will have dinner together.
27.06 We will start from Þingyerar today and riding along the lake Hóp. Here we have a lot

of nice rides at the sand, which offer a lot of tölt. Also this tour is around 30km.
28.06 The day today is one of our highlights. We will ride through the lake Hóp back to 

Þingeyrar, which is promising a lot of fun. This daytour is around 40km.
29.06 Befor we start our ride today we will have a look at Þingeyrar. Afterwards we will 

ride thourgh an other little lake called Húnavatn befor going to Blöduós. Around 
30km ride.

30.06 Today we will ride from Blönduós in the direction of Sauðárkrókur. Here we will 
pass the mountains and enjoying the views. Also today we ride around 30km.

01.07 Today we will ride our last tour (15km) from a farm back to Helluland. On this way 
we will pass a black beach. After lunch at home we will bring you back to Reyjavik, 
where the Landsmót would start if you are interested in.



Some Information:

Accommodation: We will sleep at Helluland at the whole trip
Inclusive: Accommodation, Driving from and to Reykjavik, Full board
Extra: Your fly and the drive to/from Reykjavik to the airport and also 

accommodation in Reykjavik is on our own way, but we can help you to 
organise something

Price per person: 1695€

The participants of this tour need to have good riding
skills and not any problem to sit on a horse in all gaites
In case of bad weather we reserve our rights to change
the riding tour. In doing so we will take care to act in
terms of our pariticipants and animals.

These pictures are taken at the Hvitserkur, but the region behind shows the region around Þingeyrar.

Legende:
Riding day1/5
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Riding day5/2


